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Abtlnd-Some recent experiments suggest that only open class words show. frequency elTect.
Closed class items are accessed independently "f their frequency. We carried OUI five experimenls 10
lesllhe valldily of this hypothesIs ror Ihe French language. All our results suggest thallhe frequency
effecl "pplies equ;&lIy well 10 Ihe open and dosed class ilems.

ONEOFthe best established findings in experimental psycholinguistics relates the rrequency
or occurrence or a word to the time required ror its recognition. HOWESand SoLO\tON[I]
showed that the visual recognition threshold ror tachistoscopically presented words is a
runction or the logarithm or their rrequency. Similarly, HOWES[2] round a correlation
between the rrequency or a word and the signal to noise ratio necessary ror the recognition or
that word. Other tasks such as lexical decision [3]. naming time [4] have also revealed a
rrequency elTect.These results have been replicated with other languages. FRA'SSE[5] round a
good correlation between \'isual threshold. naming time and word rrequency in French. So
pervasive was this elTectorrrequency that most theories or lexical access have acknowledged
it in one rorm or another [6. 1]. Specially MORro:'\![8] and FORSTER[9] ha\'e constructed
models in which word rrequency plays a critical role.

In a recent series or lexical decision experiments. however. BRADLEY[10] has round a
rrequency elTectror words belonging to the open class and not to Ihe closed class. While a
rormal distinction between the open and closed classes has not yet been established (and may
not even be possible). it is generally thought that the open class syntactic categories like verbs
and nouns have many members with the possibility or adding new ones. The members or the
closed class syntactic categories like prepositions. conjunctions. and pronouns. on the other
hand. rorm a restricted and non-productive set.

.The results reported In thl~ paper well: fir\t presenled allhe CNRS MIT ('onference on Cllgnlll\e P'y..:ho)oln
held allhe Royaumnnl At-bey In France In June 19110

tReprinl r.:Que'ls ,hould he ,enl to Dr. Juan Scgul. Lahoratolll: de P'y..:hoh>gle E.penmentale. 2Mrue Serpenle.
75006. Pans.

:Presenl addrc\s: ('enler for COl!nillve Sclen~:e. MIT. Citmhndge. MA. USA.
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Bradley conducl~d lexical decision experiments with Broca's aphasics and found a
frequenq ~ffectfor both open and closed class items. Th~se results for aphasic and normal
subjects are concordant with GARRETT'Sinterpretation of speech errors observed for open
and closed class words [11-13]. On the basis of her results Bradley postulates the existence of
two different access roules: one general purpose (frequency dependent) and another
specialized (frequency indep~ndent) for closed class items. Syntactic processing difficulties
found in Broca's aphasics can thus be explained by assuming that their specialized access
route is no longer functional. This view of Broca's aphasia has received a great deal of
attention in the last few years [14-17].

Given the importance of these experimental findings and their potential impact on lexical
access models. it is essential to enlarge the data base to languages other than English. This
study constitutes an attempt to replicate such findings in French. In what folIows we present
experiments further investigating the effect of word frequency on lexical decisions for open
and closed class items. Since the nature ofthe linguistic materials (word lists, sentences. texts,
etc.) used in evaluating lexical access is often critical, diJTerentlists, both homogeneous and
heterogeneous with respect to word class, were constructed. In the first experiment we have
tried to replicate Bradley's experiments using a single heterogeneous list containing both
open and closed class words. In the second and third experiments, homogeneous lists of
either open or closed class items were used. In the final experiments both the French and
English frequency tables were compared with subjective frequency measures in order to
evaluate the former.

EXPERIMENT I

SuhjrclS
Twenty French students at the Uni~ersityor Paris V ser<edas subjects.

,\1all',ja/s

An e:1lperi men t.:t.llist or 100 Items (56 words and 4..snonword.) was conscructed. Orche 56 words. h.lIr ~Ionged to
the open clas~ and the other halflo che closed class. The open cla~s words "'e:re iill nouns (sangular), \'erb~ (tnfinul\e).
and iidjecti\'es (masculine: ~angular) and the clo~ed class "'ere prepositions. morphologically unmarked a.herbs.
conjuncllons. pronouns and possess..e adjecm'es. The list "'as so construcled that for each open cl.1>. ",,'rd there
"'a~ ii correspondang clmed das~ word m.uchang in frequency and syllabic length (see Appendlll I'. The e~tlmated
frequenl:les were laken from the GOI (;t"H~l\r il a/. [IR] frequency tables for colloquial F.rench In the early -"lies.
The frequencies ofche words used. e1lpressed in base 10 logiirlthmic units. riinged from 0 to 3.378 The ,) IIablc length
"f the \\OHJS and legal. pronounceable non words \aned het",ccn I and 2 syllables. Nonword\ we;e not
,)stemallcall> demedfr"m ap.trt.cular class of ...ords (open or closed,.

/'WCt.'JI"t.'

The ellpc:nmen!aluems In the Ii~t were prese:nced nne by one at the centre of ii Hcwlett-Packard CRT >cree:n

Stimulus pre:~entatiun ...as controlled by a Tdemecanlque T It>OOcomputer. Items IIocrepresented pse:udo-randomly
to each ;,ubjecl (...Ith the conslraants thaI there "'ere never more chan three suctes\1\'e words or non"'ords and ne\er
more than c...o \ucce<.sl\'e occurr.:nc~ of words from the same cla<s, glVlng.in order of prc<.entallon thou \ aned from
subject 10 \ubjecl Subjects were tl~ld to judge the le.,cal ~tatus (wordinonword) or the leller strinlts prC\Cnled hy
pres~ing as .:julckl) as pos\lble ,Ine "rthe Iwo re\ponse bullons ("~es:no", placed In fronl orthem. rhe ")es" r~pon\e
bUllon l"'ordJ "'''5 3\~ociate:d "'lIh thesuhject"\ domman( hand im mo~t cas~ the righl hand). Thesuhject~ tnl!l!~.:red
the presentatlun ufthe fir\t Ilcm on (he II.! Each Ilem remaaned lln the <crcen untilihe \uhjcct hOldII\'00n a re~pon,.:
A COn\lanc mtenal or 7~O m~ec \Craralcd the -uhJecc\ rc\p<ln-c: and the arrl\'al of the ne.t \'lImulu\ The cumpulcr
recorded thc nilture: and latency of each ro:_pon\C.

Rt!.\IIlt.~

The mean rea<.:tiontimes (RTsl for the correct responses to each of the words (listed in

--
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Appendix I) were obtained using a double cut olr criterion. The RT for a particular subject
for a gi..en item was excluded when it exceeded by two standard deviations the subject's mean
RT for all other items or the mean RT of all the other subjects for that item. This combing
procedure led to the exclusion of 2.2~~of the data of each list.

A correlation (r of Bravais-Pearson) between the base 10log of the frequency of the words
and the response latency (expressed in milliseconds) was computed. One item ("'tien"')was
omitted from the computation of this correlation because it had an error rate of more than
10%. In addition, the RT for the open class word "tango". was not included in this
computation because it exceeded the mean RTs for the other items ofthis class by more than
three standard deviations. Table 1 summarizes the data.

Table 1. Effects orrrequency on RTs for open and closed class items

Open class Oosec!class

8- CIoMcIclass

0- - -0 Open class

o
o

The frequency elrect for open and closed class words is similar in magnitude. Both
correlations were significant (P<O.OI). The results (plotted in Fig. 1) confirm the previous

8The mean RT obtained for "tango" WIIShiah IRIO msecl benuse many subjects considered It to be a
Spanish word land nOI a French onel. In a conlrol eapenmenl u~ang a IiSI "f IS h,,)lIal>lc words Wllh a frC\juency of I
(like "Iango"1 we olKerved a mean RT 0(70:! m..ec. The anclu"on of the RT for -Iango" ga\e r.. O.bS for Ihe open
class wllh a slope of linear n:grnslon of -31.

- --- ------
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Frequencyrange 3.378 0-3.378
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findings of a negative correlation between the estimated frequency and the lexical decision
times for open class items. However. they also showed an equally strong effectoffrequ~ncy on
the lexical decision times for closed class items.

Another way of seeing the frequency effect is by comparing the mean RTs for the 10 most
frequent and 10 least frequent words for both classes. These are given in Table 2.

Table 2. Mean RTs ror the 10 most and 10 least rrcquent open and closed class items

Open class Closed class

Most rrcquent
Least rrcquenl

647
696

633
676

A comparison of the RTs obtained for the 10most and least frequent items using a Student
r-test for independent groups showed a significant difference for open class words (r18= 2.52:
P<0.05) and for the closed class words (tI8=3.91; P<O.OI).

The results obtained in this experiment show a strong frequency effect on lexical decision
times for both open and closed class items. Before presenting a discussion of these results. the
same items will be tested in homogeneous lists to examine the generality of this finding.

EXPERIMENT II
Subjecr.t

FOrly French sludents at the Uni\ersity or Pans Vserved as subjects. Twenly subjects rccel\ed the lirstlisl and the
remaininltwenty rccei\ed the second list.

MQleriQIs

Two homogeneous lisls or so ilems each (28 words and 22 non words Iwere constructed. Both the open class words
in Lisl I and the closed dass words in Lisl 2 were the same as those used in the mixed hSI rrom Ihe previous
experiment. Similarly. Ihe non words used In bOlh lisls were the same as Ihose used In Experimenll.

Procedure

The experimental procedure is idenlical to Ihat used In Expellmenl I.

Results

The analysis procedure previously described in Experiment I was used. Thus. 2.3°~ and
2.1% of the data corresponding to the open and closed class items. respectively. were
dropped. For the same reasons as those expressed in Experiment I. the words "tien" (20°{,
errors) and "tango". (mean RT 832 msec) were excluded from the calculation of the
correlation between the RTs and the log of the frequency. Table 3 and Fig. 1 present the data.

These results confirm the existence of a negative correlation between word frequency and
the lexical decision times for both open and closed class items. Table 4 gives the mean RTs for
the 10 most and least frequent items in both classes.

A comparison ofthe RTs obtained for the 10most and least frequent items using a Student
r-test for independent groups showed a significant difference for open class words (t 18=2.25;
P < 0.05) and for the closed class words (118=3.28; P < 0.0I'.

Both Experiments I and II used a relatively small number of items since they were
stringently controlled. specially in length and syllabicity. It may be interesting to replicate

8The Incluslun or the laller RT la\'e a correia lion or r -060 wllh a slope or - 30 ror the open class words.

--
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Table 3. Effects of frequency on RTs for open and closed cIus items

these results with equally well controlled items at least in as far as the frequency is concerned
but using longer lists. Unfortunately, this will lead to a stronger variability in length and
morphologicaJ complexity of items.

Table 4. Mean RTs for the 10 most and 10 least frequent open and closed class Items

Open class Closed class

Most frequent
Leasl frequent

608
658

621
6SO

EXPERIMENT III

Subj,clS

Fifty French students at the Unl\ersity or Paris V 'lCrved i&S\ubJccts. Twent)ofive received the first hst and the
remaining 25 rece.ved the second hs\.

- - - - - ------

619

-----
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Open class Cosed class

Mean RTs (msec) 624 632
·ftErrors 2.7 2.6
Correlation

coefficient -0.51 -0.63
Slope of linear

regression -17 -16
Zero intercept 658 663
Frequencyrange 0-3.378 0-3.378
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MIl,..ri.,,,
Tw" homog.eneous e'penmental hsts each containing 40 words and 40 nonwords were constructed -\s an

El.penment II. the lisls "'ere ,,,nstructed such that for each open class word in Lisl I Ihere was a corre~p"ndang
closed class word an List:! mah:hang in frequency and syllabic leng.th (see Appendll :!I. The frequencies of the ",ords
used. eapressed In base 10 log.anthmlc units. ranged from 0 10 l16\. The s)lIablc length of the words Jnd the legal.
pronounceable nonwords \'aried between one and three syllables. The non"'ords which were cons!ructed as In Ihe
other el.penmenls were Ihe same for both hSls.

ProaJurr

The el.penmental procedure IS identical 10 the one used an El.penment II.

Resulrs

The same data analysis procedure as in the previous experiments was used. 1.6°{and 2.0%
of the data corresponding to closed and open class items, respectively, were omitted. Three
items on each list (LI: dos. gosse, border; L2: desquels, jadis. tes) were eliminated from the
calculation of the correlation between the base 10 log of the frequency of the words and the
response latencies (expressed in milliseconds) because they had error rates of greater than
10%. The results obtained are summarized in Table S.

Table S. Effects of frequency on RTs for open and closed class items

Open class Closed class

The correlations obtained for the !:frectof frequency of occurrence on RTs for open and
closed class words were both significant at P <0.01. The results are plotted in Fig. 3.

- -- - - -- - - - --

Mean RTs Imsec) 6S7 642
.0. Errors 1.9 2,0
Correlallon coefficient -0.S8 -0.S7
Slope of linear
regression -23.9 -284
Zero Inlercepl 69S 691
Frequency range 0-3.IS8 0-3.161
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Table 6 gives the mean RTs for both the 10most frequent and 10least frequent words for
both classes.

A comparison of the RTs obtained for the 10most and least frequent items using a Student
I-test for independent groups showed a significant difference for open class words (118=3.06;
P<0.05) and for the closed class words (118-3.20; P<O.OI).

T;able 6. Mean RTs for lhe 10 mOSI and 10 least frequent open and closed class Items

Open cIus Closed class

Most frequent
Least rrequent

634
687

613
678

Discussion

The results of Experiments I and II showed a strong frequency effect for both open and
. closed class words in homogeneous and heterogeneous lists. Indeed., in the latter experiment

where the separate presentation of open and closed class items could have incited the subjects
to rely on the class specific accessing route, the results were comparable to the ones obtained
in Experiment I. It could be argued that the failure to replicate Bradley's results was a
function ofthe limited number of items from each class tested. However, the replication ofthe
first two experiments by Experiment III (with a greater number of items) makes this
explanation unlikely to be true. All three experiments revealed a very similar frequency effect
for both classes of items.

Another possible explanation for the discrepancy between the results obtained here and
those of Bradley relates to differences in quality of the frequency tables for the two languages.
The French frequency tables [18] were established on the basis of a corpus of 312.000 token
occurrences of words taken from normal conversation (the number from the written corpus
based tables of KUCERAand FRANCIS[19]). However, inaccuracies in the estimation of the
values of the independent variable would lead one to expect no effects rather than the strong
dependencies between dependent and independent variables obtained in the first three
experiments presented here. Nevertheless, this possibility was investigated in two further
experiments in which subjective frequency measures were compared with the objective
frequency measures found in tables. It has been reported (HOWES[20] and SKAPfRO[21]) that
subjective estimations of relative frequency are correlated with the frequency counts as given
in frequency tables. A similar observation for French was made by FRAISSEel al. [22]. In this
experiment. subjects were asked to estimate the relative "familiarity" of 25 words chosen from
five frequency levels: 1,4,16,64,256. A high correlation (r=0.901 between "familiarity" and
the table estimates of frequency was observed. However, in the above experiments the words
used were almost exclusively from the open class. It is, therefore, important to determine how
well subjects can estimate relative frequencies for closed class words. In Experiment IV
subjective frequency judgments for English open and closed class items will be compared
with the objective frequency tables [19] to determine whether subjects can rank closed class
words for frequency. The same comparison will be made for the French language in
Experiment V using the French tables [18]. Similar correlations for open and closed class
words in both languages will provide a strong indication that the differences in lexical
decision results are not due to the French frequency tables.

----- - - -- - ---
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EXPERIMENT IV

SubJrcts

The subjects in this eaperiment "ere drawn from the Applied Psychology Unit Subject Panel. They were of both
scaes and dged bet"'een 21 and 60 yr. They were tested In four groups of between 10 and 15 subjects. T"o groups
scned In a rankmg eapenment and two groups in a scalinl eaperiment.

MQI"iQ/s

The eaperimental materials were made up of a set of SOwords (25 open class words and 25 closed class "ords I.The
words from each class were chosen in an Amencan frequency table [19] from five loganthmlc le\els of rrequency
centerinlon .he rrequencies 4. 32. 128.384. 1024. Five closed class words and five open class words were chosen from
each frequency level.

Procrdurr

RQ,.},;i"f/ co""ilio... Each subject rcc:cived a booklet with 10 pages. On each Pile were five words. These words were
either all open class or all closed class with one word coming from each of the five frequency levels. On each page In
the booklet the subjects were required to rank order the five words Maa:ordinl to their frequency of oc:currence in
leneral wrinen materials-. The number I was used for the hllhest frequency and 5 for the lowest frequency. Pages of
the closed and open class words were randomly interspersed. A total of 24 subjects were used for thIs procedure.

SCQ/ing procrdurt. The SOwords were presented in random order to the subjects on fi\e sheets with 10 words each.
Neat to each word was a scale goinl from .very frequent- to .very infrequent-. Subjects were asked -to make an
esumate of how frequently you think each of these words 0CI:Ur5in wriuen lanl\laae-. Subjects did this by making a
mark on the scale. There was no time limit. When scorinl these responses. the line was dIvided Into fi\ie equal
secl10ns and a score of 1-5 was assigned with I beinl the most frequent and 5 being the least frequent section. A total
of 25 subjects were used in this conduion.

Resu/rs

In the ranking condition. the mean rank for each word was computed across the subjects.
In the scaling experiment. a mean value was computed for each word from the subjective
estimates of the subjects. The results from both conditions for open and closed class words
are shown in Table 7.

Table 7 shows a good correlation between the frequency estimates furnished in the tables
and the subjective frequency estimations obtained in the two conditions. In order to estimate
the strength of this correlation. a correlation coefficient r was computed for each word class
between the log frequency and the mean rank obtained for each item (n =2S,. The correlation
coefficient r for the ranking condition was -0.94 for the open class words and -0.86 for the

--

Table 7. Mean rank and scaled frequency for open and closed class word groups

Word
group Frequency range Mean rank Scaled frequency

Closed I 923-1895 1.16 1.44
"ords 2 307 495 2.79 2.26

3 101 113 3.03 2.22
4 2741 3.20 2.41
5 19 481 414

Open I 665-/599 138 1.85
das 2 202 542 197 1.23
words 3 103 171 2.97 3.10

4 2740 3.94 ).70
5 1.9 4.74 4.30
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closed class words. For the scaling condition the r correlation coefficient between the log
frequency and the mean scaled value for each item was -0.90 for the open class words and
-0.86 for the closed class words.

These results show a high correlation (P<O.OI) between the subjective and objective
frequency measures for both open and closed class items. Subjects seemed to be able to
estimate the subjective frequency for closed class items. In the next experiment, the subjective
frequencies for French will be measured.

EXPERIMENT V

SubJ~cu

Two Iroups of:!O subjects from the Parisian univenity c:ommunity served as subjects in this experiment. One
Iroup received booklel5 c:ontaininl the open c:lass words and the other those c:ontainln' the closed c:lass words.

Matoials

The experimental materials were made up ola set or 40 words (20 open c:lass words and 20 dosed c:lass words). The

words from each c:lass were c:hosen in the Frenc:h frequenc:y tables (18] from five lo,arithmic: levels of frequenc:y
c:entering on the frequenc:ies 1.4. 16.64.256. Four open c:lass words and four dosed c:lass words were selected from
cac:h frequency level.

ProcNurt

Eac:h subject received a dift'ercnt booklet with four pales. On every page there was a list of five words (presented in
random order one on top of the other) cac:h taken from a difTerent frequency level. The words in a booklet belonged
either to the open or the dosed c:lass. Subjecl5 were told to estimate the relative frequency or the five words for the
fourdifTercnt pales in the booklet. SubjCC:15had to rank the words from I to 5 with I fort he most frequent word and 5
the least frequent. Subjects were tested in small groups of two or three with no time limit.

Results

The mean rank for each word used was computed from the subjective estimations of the
subjects. In addition, a mean ranking for all the words belonging to the same frequency level
was obtained. The results are shown in Table 8.

This table shows a good correlation between the frequency estimates furnished in the
tables and the subjective frequency estimations obtained from the subjects. The correlation
betweenthe logfrequencyand the meanrank for the itemsofeach list (11==20)was -0.84 for
both the open and the closed class words.

--

Table 8. Mean rank for open and dosed c:lassword aroups

Word group Frequenc:yranle Mean rank

Oosed I 181-325 1.97
words 2 60-70 2.05

3 13-18 2.82
4 3-6 4.05
5 1-2 4.22

Open I 181-337 US
words 2 61-70 2.17

3 13-18 l78
4 3-6 3.57
5 1-2 4.50
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Dis('ussion

Just as for the results of Experiment IV for English. a strong correlation (P<O.OI) was
found between the subjective and objective frequencies for both word classes in French. It
appears thus that the difference b<:tweenthe results obtained here and those found by Bradley
are not explainable in terms of differences between the frequency tables used.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

Three experiments are reported showing a negative correlation between the frequency of
open and closed class items in French and the lexical decision latencies. These results conflict
with those of Bradley in English. The comparable correlations between subjective and
objective word frequency measures for both French and English indicate that the differences
are not attributable to differences in the frequency tables themselves. One possible
explanation for the differences in results for French and English relates to the choice
frequency range. In the experiments reported here there is a one-to-one correspondence
between the frequency of the open and closed class items over a broad range of frequencies.
This was not the case in the studies by BradJey. The words from the two classes were not
matched in frequencies and. furthermore. did not totally overlap in the frequency range.
However. Bradley analysed the overlapping portions of open and closed class items both in
her Experiments I and II. The covered range in Experiment I was 1.7to 3.4 and in Experiment
II it was 2.1 to 3.5. In our own experiments the overlapping range co\'ered was much broader
than those in Bradley's experiments. In Experiment I Bradley found that the open class
correlated better than the closed class with frequency although there was no significant
difference between them. In her second experiment Bradley found a similar result which was
now very significant. Although Bradley's choice of frequency ranges reflects more closely the
frequency distribution of the two classes in the language. it seems unfair to make much
comparison. specially since the frequency effect may itself depend on the frequency range
examined. Thus, due to some kind of a floor effect, high frequency items (such as the closed
class items) would tend to show less frequency dependence than less frequent words.
Consequently, it appears to be preferable to have the items from the two classes matched in
frequency as in the present study.

There is, of course. another possibility, namely. that closed class items do not serve the
same special function in French as they do in English. However. recently another series of
experiments reported by GORDONand CARAMAZZA[23] failed to replicate differential
frequency sensitivity for open and closed class items in English-. Indeed. in general. the
results reported in our study and in that of Gordon and Caramazza are very similar.
Therefore, if their results as well as our own stand up under further testing then it may seem
wise to consider those reported by Bradley with extreme caution. This observation is not
sufficient to argue against the potential existence of two different processing mechanisms for
the items in question. In fact, the absence of a frequency effectfor the closed class items is not a
logically necessary condition in order to postulate separate access routes for the two classes
of words. Obviously. finding such an asymmetry in frequency sensiti\'ity would have made

.Whlle our manuscript was undergoing the re~lew proc~s. vordon and ("amaraua\ article appeared In B'a",
QndLanllllulI~.The ilim of compilnng French ilnd Engh\h that ...as at the base of our own ...ork b«om~ \ub-.J.ar) If
Gordon and ("aramazza's results are \ubstanllated Since then French and Enghsh would sc:cmto hehawe in \o:r)
\Imilar way\.
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the difference in access routes much more credible. Nonetheless. there are other findings such
as Garrett's observations or speech errors; Bradley's experiment on open and closed class
words embedded in nonwords; Bradley's experiment on runctional asymmetries ror both
classes or words and all the observations with aphasic patients. which argue in ravour or
separate access routes.

Ark"""I.'J!/t'mt'1II . The authors "'Ish to e:\pr~s their thanks to MAOFI.£I~E LEvEillE for her help in preparing.uld
running the e:\periments. We also want to Ihank A'SE Cl rUR for her helpful comments during the preparallon of
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APPENDIX I

Closedclass words Openclass words
-

RT (m!oeC) RT(msecl
LOllo Ham. list Mixed list Loglo Ham hs. Llr.ed hst
freq. IExp III IExp II freq. IExp III IExp II

sitot 0 692 679 tango 0 823 810
lors 9301 642 700 laid 0.301 647 707
selon 0.477 651 672 lard 0.301 684 731
hors 0.778 647 666 58110n 0.477 625 673
luere 1.041 649 672 pois 0.778 724 750
soil 1.176 650 643 boule 1.041 628 703
panni 1.255 644 696 dent 1.176 612 657
IIoici \.431 635 652 lapin 1.255 589 620
amsi \.518 613 696 arbre 1.431 622 646
ceci \.707 676 680 huile 1.518 630 666
celie \.755 630 690 hiller 1.707 624 609
eela 1.812 622 666 haut 1.763 588 651
dont 1.819 628 687 peine 1.812 642 665
ceux 1.869 632 635 fils 1.838 651 670
chaque 1.919 649 640 dieu 1.869 624 662
quai 2.041 610 631 drole 1.949 630 656
depuis 2.212 596 634 prix 2.033 620 655
sans 2.396 658 674 rendre 2.204 648 668
done 2.396 595 626 beau 2.359 601 642
voila 2.482 642 662 soir 2.403 612 655
mains 2.507 625 665 partir 2.484 593 655
apres 2.628 605 605 vinJt 2.525 609 706
aussi 2.657 609 580 Irand 2.631 617 633
meme 2.908 625 630 parler 2.650 603 634
comme 3196 614 627 petit 2.936 616 607
dans 3.315 622 642 voir 3.158 596 632
pour 3.317 611 618 aller 3.273 640 657

dire 3378 593 648



EUlig. JUng.r.. Exp.rir'.nt. z"llI.n, daO nur Wort.r oCC.n.r Kla...n tint

Fr.qu.nzabhinglgk.1I haben. Urr Zugang zu WOrt.rn I,schio...ner
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APPENDIX II
Open class words Closed class M,'Qrds

LOllo freq. RT(msec) Losio freq. RTtmsecl

border 0 716 sitot 0 74S
aube 0.301 749 lors 0.301 63S
inlenalle 0.301 671 toulefols 0301 676
miniature 0.301 7S1 qUIC:onque 0.301 708
puree 0.477 643 scion 0.477 617
carnser 0.477 691 durant 0.778 7SS
nappe 0.477 682 aussilot 0.84S 7S2
fidcle 0.778 667 parfois 0.84S S92
emballer 084S 677 nul 0.903 670
«Ialer 0.84S 628 cependant 0.9S4 626
but 0.903 618 soit \.176 672
baignoire 0.9S4 706 sinon \.230 681
dent 1.176 6S4 parmi 1.2SS 644
doi,t 1.230 676 laquelle 1.278 638
lourd 1.278 6SS dessous 1.414 634
proposer 1.278 622 ainsi 1.S18 6S1
saison 1.414 64S contre 1.S68 623

champ I.SI8 634 aucun 1.78S 622
UlCien I.S68 672 eela 1.812 686
chaud 1.78S 6S9 dont 1.819 676
dame 1.838 702 pounant 1.832 S94
fils 1.838 644 notre 2.037 610
apponer 1.838 6SO quoi 2.041 631
prix 2.033 669 sou venI 2.120 612
homme 2.117 637 toi 2.1S8 619
mot 2.IS8 628 sunout 2.334 620
appeler 2.334 637 sans 2.396 628
soir 2.396 648 vOlre 2.48S S88
rranc 2.48S 70S jamais 2.SlI S86
moment 2.SII 602 encore 2.628 609
parler 2.6SS 639 aussl 2.6S7 631
chose 2.678 617 rien 2.733 604
jour 2.730 603 aulre 2.841 6S3
venir 2.787 64S quand 2.984 633
pelit 2.936 629 enfin 3.000 S92
savolr 3.1SS 660 nous 3.141 S79
vOir llS8 S91 comme 3.161 6S7-

o.s tr...u. ric.nts suC)qfr.nt Que 1'.ff.t dr
frqu.nc. d.ns 1'.ccts t..lc.1 .st t1l1ltt .u. uuh IIIOtSi
cont.nu (ou !lOts .p1.tns"). l ..CCtS .u. IIIOts fonctlonn.h
nr.lt Inl1tll.nl1.nt 1r fru.nc. dOus. l1.ns 1. l.nC)u..
.f1ft de OItttr. i I.or..... II ..11d1t de c.ttt lIvoothese <if
t"..11 pour It f..n.ts, nouS .vo", tff.ctui clnq t.orltn-
c.s. l.s risu1t.ts oht.nus suC)C)er.nt qut 1'.fftt <if frequ.nc.
1St .n.loque pour 1es I\. chsus Itt tIIOU itudlh.

Zusamm.nCassuns.


